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CAUTION!  READ ALL INSTRUCTIONS AND WARNINGS BEFORE OPERATING！

1. NEVER LOOK DIRECTLY INTO LIGHT SOURCE.  LEDs are extremely                             

          
               WARNING: To reduce the risk of INJURY TO PERSONS: 

NEVER LOOK DIRECTLY INTO LIGHT SOURCE.  LEDs are extremely bright and
can damage eyes with prolonged exposure.
This light is intended for use as general lighting.
Anyone who uses this leash must be able to control the dog  at all times. Do not use
this leash with an uncontrollable dog.  It is more likely to cause injury to you or other
people.
Only use this leash light with a dog that does not exceed the weight limit listed on the
package.
Never attach more than one dog to the leash.  Never use more than one OVAL
LEASH LIGHT at a time.
BURNING - HAND INJURY - If the belt runs across your skin while under tension, it
can cause abrasions or severe cuts.  Additionally, if the dog pulls hard while the belt
wraps around your fingers, broken bones or amputation can occur.  Avoid contact with
the belt and never let it wrap around your hand or any part of your body.
TRIPPING HAZARD - Do not allow slack to build up while the leash is in the
locked position!
You may get tangled in the slack and fall.  Do not touch the belt if it wraps around you.
 Turn your body or pass the handle from one hand to the other to unwrap the leash.
The dog can suddently run and pull you down.
Be aware of other people.  Control the dog by shortening the leash so that the belt
cannot be wrapped around approaching people.  Tripping or other bodily injury, as
detailed above may occur.
EYE AND FACE INJURIES - If the leash on your dog's collar breaks or if the leash
disconnects from your dog's collar, the belt and hook can snap back.  Only operate
the OVAL Leash Light while holding it at your side while in a standing position.  Do not
allow the leash to extend if you are in a seated or kneeling position.  Failure to follow
these instructions may cause the snap hook to injure face and eyes.                        
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               LEASH ATTACHMENT AND OPERATION

CAUTION:  Inspect the Belt and Snap Hook (Fig. 2) before each use to
be sure that they are not frayed, damaged or broken.  Inspect all parts
of the dog's collar to detect any wear or damage.  Repair or replace
collar if necessary.  Be careful not to attach the snap hook to the thin ID
ring that may be on the dogs collar.  This will not hold and your dog can
run off.  
Attaching the leash - Attach the snap hook to the D-Ring found on your
dog's collar.  (Fig. 3)  Be sure to hold your dog's collar while performing
this function.
Using the leash (Fig. 4) - 
Always hold the leash by the handle, never by the belt.  
To stop and lock the leash in place: Press Lever Forward.
To release the leash: Press Lever Downward and it will return to free
position.
To release the belt while under tension: Press Lever Down and at the
same time, pull it backward.
To release the leash while belt is free of tension: Press Lever
Downward and it will automatically return to free positon.
Bringing your dog closer - Press the lever down to allow it to return
leash to free position.
Move closer to your dog while extending your hand forward to shorten
the leash.
Once the desired leash length is obtained, push the lever forward to re-
lock the leash.                        
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                                   LIGHT OPERATION (FIG.1)

Push the round thumb switch to activate the light.
1st Push - Turns the forward light on.
2nd Push - Turns the forward and downlight on.
3rd Push - Turns the forward, down and rear warning light on.
4th Push - Shuts all lights off.

          
                                  BATTERY OPERATION (FIG.5 )

Remove the battery cover by pushing the tab in and up.
Install 3 - AA (1.5v) batteries.  Use markings inside the battery compartment to
properly align the positive and negative ends while installing the batteries.
Replace the cover and your OVAL Leash Light is ready to use.

          
                                     LAMP REPLACEMENT

DO NOT ATTEMPT TO REPLACE LED's.  If properly cared for, this product will
provide up to 50,000 hours of use.

          
                                          MAINTENANCE

Remove dirt and grime when visible.  Use a soft, damp cloth and mild
soap if necessary.  NEVER submerge any part of the OVAL Leash
Light in any solution for cleaning or other use.  DO NOT USE solvents
such as gasoline, turpentine, etc. to clean this product.
If the belt gets wet, pull out the entire belt and leave it out until
thoroughly dry. 

          
                                HOOK USE (FIG. 6)

Your OVAL Leash Light comes with a handy pull out hook located at
the bottom, back of the leash under the red safety light.  This hook
can be used to hang light objects (under 1 lb.) such as bag holders for
dog waste, keys, etc.  To use this hook:
Grasp wire and pull out.
Push in to hide.  ** Note that 50% of the hook will stick out from the
body.**

Fig. 6

Fig. 5

LIMITED ONE (1) YEAR WARRANTY
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